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BUSINESS BEGINNINGS

Crowdfunding: The Power of People
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By pooling together small contributions from many people, crowdfunding harnesses the collective power of the crowd. © SFC/Shutterstock

olleen Wainwright wanted
to do something big for her
birthday, so she challenged
herself to raise $50,000 in 50 days
for WriteGirl!, a Los Angeles–
based nonprofit that empowers
girls through self-expression.

By the eve of her birthday,
Wainwright had raised $61,517.
How did she do it? She had leveraged the power of people. She had
used crowdfunding.

What Is Crowdfunding?
Crowdfunding is the practice
of raising financial capital from
large groups of people, typically
through the Internet. Derived
from the term “crowdsourcing,”
crowdfunding harnesses the
enthusiasm of social networks to
raise money and pool resources to

fund a project important to members of that social network.
While crowdfunding began as
a means for struggling artists to
finance their creative endeavors,
it has evolved into a mechanism
for nonprofits and startups to fund
their projects too. Crowdfunding
websites enable anyone with an
idea to raise money from virtual
strangers and eliminate many
of the barriers to seeking capital
from traditional investors and
institutions.

How Does It Work?
There are two types of crowdfunding: contribution-based and
securities-based.
In contribution-based crowdfunding,
fundraisers
solicit
small monetary contributions in

exchange for various rewards.
For example, a musician raising funds for a recording session might offer rewards ranging
from a copy of his first album for
a small contribution to a private
concert for a large contribution.
In securities-based crowdfunding, fundraisers solicit larger
monetary
contributions
in
exchange for partial ownership
or future revenues. Although
U.S. legislators are still drafting
regulations for securities-based
crowdfunding, both models are
available throughout Europe and
in parts of Asia.
Whether employing a contribution-based or securities-based
model, crowdfunding websites
follow the same basic process:
Individuals post online profiles

describing their projects, and backers contribute to the projects that
interest them.
A young woman, for example, might
invent a watch that enables the
blind to tell time. She cannot find
enough investors to manufacture
the watch, so she turns to a crowdfunding website such as Kickstarter
or IndieGoGo.
She creates a profile explaining
her project, her project goals, how
much money she needs to reach her
goals and exactly how she is going
to use the money. She outlines what
rewards potential backers will
receive and when they can expect
to receive them. She tells them who
she is, what inspired her and why
she is right for the project.
After creating her profile page, the
young woman launches a marketing
campaign, starting with her own
social network. She sends emails
to her family and friends sharing a link to her profile page. She
uses social media platforms such
as Facebook and Twitter to extend
her campaign’s reach. Soon, people
outside her immediate social network begin visiting her page. They
learn about her, the project and its
rewards, and they decide whether
they want to invest.

At this point in the process, variations in crowdfunding websites
come into play. Some websites,
such as Kickstarter, release money
to fundraisers only if contributions meet or exceed their funding goals. Other websites, such as
IndieGoGo or GoFundMe, release
any amount of money raised for a
fee. Fundraisers must decide which
crowdfunding website best suits
their needs.

POPULAR PLATFORMS
Whether raising money to pursue
creative endeavors or recover from
natural disasters, there’s a crowdfunding
platform for everyone:
Appbackr connects developers of
mobile phone application with backers
and distributors.
Catapult supports projects advancing
opportunities for women and girls.


Keys to Success
Here are some steadfast tips to
crowdfunding success:

· Time

It Right: The crowdfunding campaign should be long
enough to create momentum, but
short enough to convey confidence to potential investors. On
Kickstarter, fundraising projects
that last 30 days or less have the
highest success rates.

· Budget Wisely: Think of the mini-

mum funding needed to make
a substantial impact. Consider
how much of this funding will be
crowdsourced. Be sure to include
production, manufacturing, labor,
packaging and shipping costs.

· Offer

Smart Rewards: Choose
rewards that minimize cost, maximize value for potential backers

Crowdfunding reduces an entrepreneur’s reliance on traditional investors for capital.©Jupiter Images/Thinkstock



IndieGoGo allows anyone, anywhere
to raise money for almost any reason.
Kickstarter enables U.S. and U.K. artists
and entrepreneurs to fund creative
projects, and plans to expand globally.
Kiva alleviates poverty
microfinance loans.
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and pair well with the project.
Provide rewards for three to five
levels of contributions.

· Make

a Video: On IndieGoGo,
campaigns with videos raise 114
percent more than those without.

· Provide

Updates: Give backers
regular status updates to involve
them further in your project and
to encourage them to mention your
project to other potential investors.

· Recognize

Supporters: Thank
your backers by sending them
emails or publicly acknowledging
them on your profile.
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